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INTRODUCTION 
This publication lists all of the reports on atomic energy 
which have been released by the Office of Technical Services. 
Included are reports of both the United States and Great Britain. 
These reports are available to interested parties in either photostat 
or microfilm form. Reports should be ordered from OTS by PB number. 
and the order should be accompanied by a check or money order made 
payable to the Treasurer of the United States. 
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Reports giving PB number, Bibliography 
Citation* and prices. 
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* The "Bibligraphy of Scientific and Industrial Reports" is a weekly 
publication prepared by OTS containing abstracts of 1500 scientific 
and technical reports. Subscriptions at $10.00 per year may be 
placed with the Superintendent of Documents, Washington, D. c: 
JIlERIC4lf AT<JlIC ENERGY REPORTS RELEASED BY THE OFFICE OF TECHNIc.u. SERVICES 
WOO 5. Wier, A •• O. and othen. 
for leak: deteotion. Apr 1946. 
Man ·speotrometer 
18 p. 
WOO 6. Bailey, Carl L. and others. The neutron-' 
proton and neutron-carbon .oattering oro •• seotione for 
tast neutrons. 20 p diagr, graphs, table. 
)1])00 7. Barker, Edgar C. Thiok target yields 
with deuteron-proton reaotions •. 
graph and table. 
Apr 1946. 10 P 
WOO 8. Bar8oha11, a. H. and Battat, Id. ·Eo 
the disintegration ot nitrogen ~ fast neutrons. 
1946. 20 p. 
WOO 9. BarsohaU, II. H. and other .. 
ing of fast neutrons by boron. 6 p 
Soatter-
table. 
IIIDDC 10. ~ett, W. E. and Riohards. a. T. 
Neutrons from C D. Jul 1942. 13 P 
drawings. and graphs. 
IIDoo 11. Bernstein. Seymour. On the existenoe 
ot a resonanoe absorption of neutrons in graphite. 
New 1942. H P diagr, graphs and photo. 
)1])00 12. 
Jul 1946. 
Bathe, H ... 
27 Po 
Atoms and nuolei. 
.,00 13. 
synohrotron. 
D. and FoldT, to 
liay 1946. 
The theor;y _ of the 
26 P graph. 
liDDC 14. Borst, L. B. and P'lo;yd, J. J. 
Ptssienability studies. Jun 1946. 5 p. 
lfDoo 15. Borst, to B. and othel'll. DUfrao-
tion of neutrone and neutron absorption speotra. 
Jan 1946. 12 p graphs and table. 
KDDC 16. Bufgy, Kerle and others. 
del&7ed neutrons from U235 fissions. 





Burton. Kilton. Radiation olwm1str;y. 
21 p diagrs and table •• 
10)00- 18. Calm. 11'. I. Pile';produo" 
radioiaotopes ot halt-lite 12 hours. Ka7 1946. 
SPo 
1 
)(Doo 19. Coryell, Charles .D. 
the fission produots. Apr 1946. 
Radio ohemistry and 
25 p. 
)(DDC 20. Parkins, W. E •• and E. C. Crittenden, Jr. 




Crittenden, Eugene d •• Jr. and Parkine, 
lIIethods for betatron and synohrotron beam 
Deo 1945. 14 p. 
WOO 22. Veld, Bernard T. Proposed neutron 
speotrometer in the 10-1000 keT rill ge. Kar 1946. 
2 p. 
lfDoo 23. Ghiorso, A. and others. The multi-ohannel 
pulse analyzer. 27 p diagrs. 
MOoo 24. Graves, A. and Walker, R. A method for 
measuring half lives. 6 p. 
IIIDDC 26.. Hayden, Riohard J. and Inghram, ),[ark G. 
As8ignment of ma8S to 46 hr. samarilllll and 9.2 hr. europi12ll 
~ a DIIl8S 8pectrograph. Kay 1946. 1 p. 
1IID00 26. Higinbotham, W. 
mark 6, model 3. Deo 1945. 
)1])00 27. Hughes. D. J. 
seotions for fast neutrons. 
Higinbotham .oale of 64, 
2 P diagr. 
Radiative oapture oros .. -
Jul 1946. 8 P table. 
1IID00 28. Johnston, Herriok L. An apparatus for 
measuring Joule-Thomson effeots in ~ses ~ direot expan-
sion through a yalTe. Apr 1946. 19 p diagrs and 
graphs. 
)1])00 29. Johnston. Herriok to and otbtrs. _ Joule-
Thomson etfe"ts in deuterium at liquid air and at room 
t_perature.. Apr 1946. 16 p drawing, graphs and 
tables. 
)1])00 30. Johnston, Herriok L. and others. Joule-
ThOlllllon effeots in hydrogen at liquid air and s t room 
temperatures. Apr 1945. 23 p. 
IIDDC 51. Ioontl. P. G. and Hall, T. .. Counter t .. 
uee in soattering and disintegration experiments. l3p 
graph. and diagr. 
JlDDC lI2. Koontz, P. G. and Hall, T. A.. So~ttering 
of fast neutrons by helium. 37 p table, graphs and 
diagr. 
MDDe: 33. Leverett. 1.1. C. Nuoleonics and the 
ohemioal angineering ourrioulum. Jun 1946. 8 p. 
14DDC 34. Snell, A. 1Io Chemioal isolation of the 
56 seoond bromine and the 23 aeoond iodine delayed 
neutron aotivities. Jul 1944. 15 p. 
I.!DDC 35. 
Jun 1946. 
Nordheim, L. W. 
7 p. 
Pile kinetios. 
MDDe: 36. Norris, L. D. and others. 
ot oarbon 14 in the ohain reaoting pile. 
10 p dia~ and table. 
Manufaature 
Jun 1946. 
MDDC 37. Nuoholl., 
total scattering oroes 
tor rast,neutrona. 
tables. 
Riohard~. and others. The 
seotions ot deuterium and oxygen 
1942-1943. 15 P ourves aDd 
MDDC 38. PaleT8ky, H. and others. Design of 
dynamio oondenser eleotrometers. Feb 1946. 
70 P diagr., graphs and photos. 
MDDC 39. Riohards, H. T. and others. The 
neutron speotra ot Po-B and PO-BE. 17 P table 
and graphs. 
MDDe: 40. Ray, W. He Health physios building 
surveying at Clinton Laboratorie.. 13 p. 
JlDDC 41. Riohardson, J. R. and others. 
Frequenoy modulated oyclotron. Jan 1946. 
6 P ourves. 
MDDC 42. Soalettar, R. and Nordheim, E. W. 
Theory ot pile oontrol rods. Jun 1946. 12 p. 
MODC 43. Sohitt, L. I. Energy-angle distribu-
tion ot betatron target radiation. 3 p graph. 
MODe: 44. Sohmidt, F. H. Mechanioal trequenoy 
modulation system as applied to the oyolo~ron. 
Mar 1946. 21 p diagrs, graphs and photos. 
MDDe: 45. Shall', S. E., and W. Rall. Design, 
oonstruotion and preliminary tests tor a double-
tooussing _as spectrograph. 
MODC 46. Simpson, J. A., Jr. Manual tor the 
proportional alpha oounter (model I-C). May 1945. 
32 p diagrs and photos. 
2 
MODe: 4'7.,.1. C6ryell. C. D. 
ot the nuolear power projeots. 
Journal of Chemical Eduoation, 
3 p drawing .. 
-The .oientitio importanoe 
(Reprinted trom 







Williams, Rus.e11 rt., Jr. Nuolear 
(Reprinted trom Journal ot Chemioa1 Eduoation.' 
4 p diagr. 
Williams, ltu .. ell R., Jr. lfuole&r 
(Reprinted trom Journal ot Chemioal Eduoatio1\ 
Oat 1946. 4 P graphs. 
MODC 47-4. Squire., A.M. The fraotionation ot 
isotopes. (Reprinted trom Journal ot Chemical Eduoation, 
Nov. 1946). Nov 1946. ... p. 
MODC 48. Way, Katherine and Wigner, E. P. Radia-
... p graph. tion trom tbaion }roduot.. JUD' 1946. 
MODC 49. Whitaker, K. D. lIew opportunities and 
nsw responsibilities tor soientist.. A.pril 1946. 
MODC 50. Daniela, Farrington. Plans and probl_ 
in nuolear researoh. 23 p. 
MODC 51. Frisoh, D. H. The total oro.s-.eotion of 
hydrogen tor neutrons ot energies trom 35 to 490 kev. 
Sep 1946. 1 p. 
IIDDC 52. Jaooba, R. B. and Zuhr, H. F. __ d8T81op-
ments in vaouum engineering. 41 p tables and drawings. 
MODe: 63. Bier, A- O. and others. Rsoording _s. 
speotrometer tor prooe.s analysis. Apr 1946. 18 Po 
MODe: 64. Anderson, Herbert L. and other.. Produo-
tion ot low energy neutrons by tiltering through graphite. 
8 p tables and drawing •• 
MODC 61. Lapp, R. E., and J. R. Van Horn, A. J.o-pster. 
The neutron absorbing isotope. in gadolinium and samarium. 
Jul 15, 1946. 
MODe: 71. 
Artiole. 
Chioago Tribune. Photographs and F ... ture 
lIDDe: 72. ChriSty, R. R. Theoretioal disoussion ot 
a small homogeneous enriohed reaotor. 6 p diagr. 
I.!DDC 74. 
Juno 1946. 
Fermi, E. Elementary Theory ot the Pile. 
MODC 77. Lewis, Lloyd, G., and R. J. Hayden. Mass 
sPeotrographio identification of active isotopes contained 
in three fission product mixtures. 
MOOC 82. Weinberg, A. M. Caloulation of critical 





Allen. V. S. Regulated supply. 
1 p diagr only. 
Alvarez. Luiz W. 
6 p. 
The linear aocelerator. 
AIDDC 86. Bacheldor. Myrtle C. A semi-quantita-
tive method for the spectrographio analysis of small 
samples of powders. Mar 1946. .• 12 p diagr and 
graphs. 
MDDC 87. Barschall. H. H. Sensitivity of proton-
recoil ionization chambers. Jul 1946. 6 p. 
MODC 88. Beaner. William H. and Maxwell. Charles R. 
The crystal structure of polonium. 3 p table. 
MODC 89. 
shapero 
Bradbury. N. E. Model 100 delay line 
Jul 1946. 1 p diagr. only. 
MDDe 90. Brewer. A. Keith and other •• 
Conoentration of 39K and 41K by balanoed ionmigration 




Bright. W. C. Spiral fission ohambers. 
20 p diagr and photos. 
MDDC 92. Case. K. V. Theory of neutron oounters 
using proton recoils from paraffin. Feb 1945. 
38 P graphs and tables. 
A!DDC 93. Chamberlain. Owen. and Dudley Williams. 





Cohn. W. E. 
Cullity. B. D. 
Oct 1945. 
Derivation of equations. 
Alloys of gold and 
29 p photos and tables. 
MODC 98. Dauben. W. G. and others. The 
Willgerodt reaotion. Jun 1946. 5 P. 
3 
JlDDC 99. Diven. B. and Thompson, R. W. The 
lIIUltiple wire proportional counter (The M. 11'. counter). 
~pr 1944. 11 P diagrs and graphs. 
JlDOC 100. 
of C14. 
Dunning. John R. and others. 
Mar 1946. 3 P table. 
Half-life 
MODC 101. Elmore. W. C. 10 M. C. wide band 
amplifier and soope. (LADC-BO). 
MODC 102. 
(LADC-89). 
Elmore, W. C. Model 500 amplifier. 
MODC 103. Elmore. W. C. Pre-amplifier - model 
500. Aug 1944. 1 p diagr only. 
MODC 104. Hall. Ted and deHoffmarin, F. 
spectrum from a cold parahydrogen radiator. 
14 p graphs. 
Neutron 
Feb 1946. 
IlDDC 105. Hall, Ted and deHoffmann. F. Spin 
dependent part of the neutron-deuterium cross section. 
Feb 1946. 10 p. 
MODO 106. Hane. W. A. 1500 volt R. F. power 
supply (ooil data). Jan 1945. 1 P diagr ouly. 
IlDDC 107. 
(LADC-93). 
Hane. W. A. 1500 V. R. F. power supply. 
MDDC 108. Hane. W. A. R. F. high voltage power 
supply (voltage doubler type). Jan 1945. Ip 
dia~ only. 
MODC 109. Hane. 11'. A. R. F. ooil for E. F. high 
voltage power supply. (Voltage doubler type). (LADC-98~ 
MODe 110. 
detector. 
Hanson. A. O. 
(LADC-59). 
Flat response neutr0n 
MODC Ill. 
ohannel. 
Higinbotham. W. Pulse analyzer - 1 
Jan 1945. 6 P diagr only. 
MODC 112. Higinbotham. W. 
disoriminatorl Model 200. 
only. 
Soale of 64 and 
Deo 1944. 1 P diagr 
MODC 113. Higinbotham. 11'. Soale of 64 with E. F. 
power supply - Model 400. (LADC-67). 
IIDDC 114. 
(LADC-46). 
Higinbotham, W •• Soaler unit oirouit. 
MODC 116. Hirsohte1der, J. O. and Magee, J. L. 
Et£ioienoiee ot neutron countere using recoils ot 
protons in argon and xenon. Sep 1944. 44 P 
graphs, tables. 
MODO 116. Jesse, William P. 
generator ~k 21, .odel U. 
diagr and photo. 
Ratio of 60 pulse 
Jun 1946. 3 P 
MODO 117. Jene, William p. Survey instrument 
_rk 1 model 10 Zeuto. 2 p photo •. 
MODO 118. Jesse, W. p. Survey instrument, _ric 1, 
model 21-A, Zeus. 
MODC 119.' Kehl, G. L. Yetallographic preparation 
ot tungsten oarbide. (LlDC-42). 
MODe 120. Kerst, D. W. Remarks concerning X-ray 
pulse and photo~re.phic 1'illn technique ot recording X-ray 
pulse pictur... (LADC-69). 
MODO 1210 LaD:!au, Ralph. Note on performance ot 
an experimental spray scrubber. 
MIlDO 122. )(agee, J. L. Paraffin thiokneu 
correotion tor neutron Gounter. using r8Oo.11 protons 
and deuteron.. (LlDC-123). 
MIlDO 123. Manley, J. H. and others. E1a8ti~ 
baoksoattering ot dood neutrons. 17 p diagr and 
tabl ... 
MIlDO 124. Motta, E. E., and G. E. Boyd, A. R. Brosi. 
Production and i.otopic.assignment of 90 day aotivity in 
element 43. 
MODO 126. Moyer. B1 H. and others. 
ot l10w neutrons by Cd 13 • Apr 1946. 
MODO 126. Norton, F. H. Pure beryllium oxide as 
• refraotory. 14 p tab1ee, graphs, photo. and diagrs. 
MDDC 127. 01um, Paul. Geometrical tormulas tor 
experiments on single scattering. Dec 1943. 8 p. 
IIDDC 128. Sande, M. 
!OO. (LADC-97). 











Sands, M. Counting rate meter-model 10~ 
6 P diagr only. 
Sands, M. Model 100 ion gauge control. 
1 P diagr only. 
Sands, M. Model 100 amplifier. (LADr.-82) 
Sands, M. Model 100 precisim pulser. 
Sands, M. Oscillograph circuit. 
1 p diagr only. 
MDDC 134. Wiegand, C., and E. Segre. Stopping 








MDDC 138. Staub, H. 
to 6 A. (LADC-44). 
}!DDC 139. Staub, H. 
Amplifier, pre-amplifier. 
Discriminator-pulse generator. 
Double scopes supply. (LADC-61) 
M. W. Counter - drawings 1 A 
Step calibrator. (LADC-48). 
MDDe 140. Swartouta J. A., and G. E. Boyd. Mass assignment ot 2.6 h Ni 5 • 
MODe 141. 
rays from ~ 
watts, R. J. and Williams, Dudley. Beta 
Jun 1946. 11 P graphs and table. 
MDDC 1420 Belmore, E. A., and W. M. Ewalt, R. L. lfunoali 
The preparation of polyperfluorovlnylchoride. 
JlDDC 149. Hanson, A. O. Energy of neutrons from 
MSth-D, Y-Be, and Sb-Be photo-neutron souroes. (LADC-63). 
MDDC 150. Harshaw Chemical Company. The preparation 
ot fluorine. 
1IDDC 164. ,landau, R., and R. Rosen. 
handling ot tluorine. 
Industrial 
IlDDe 158. I0IO Bee , B. T., et al. . Preparation ot 
polyhaloheptanes ll-the fluorination of polyohloroheptanes 
with ~drogen fluoride. 
IIDIlC 169. )(oBee, E. T., and L. R. ~s, Z. D. Weloh, 
W. B. Burt. Preparation ot polyhaloheptanes III. 
Fluorination ot polyohloroneptanes and polyohloropoly-
fluoroheptene. with antimony. (V). fluoride. 
MDDC 160. IIoBee, B. T., et ale Preparation ot 
polyhaloheptane. IV. The fluorination ot polyohloro-
polytluoroheptane. with Cobalt III. Fluoride and 
.ilver (II) tluoride. 
KDDO 161. KoBee, E. T., et ale Preparation of 
polyhaloheptanes V. fluorination of ohloropertluoro-
heptane. with antimony (V) fluoride. 
IIDIlC 162. MoBee, E. T., et ale Preparation of 
polyhaloheptanes VI, identifioation and reeotions of 
polyhalohydrooarbons and halocarbons. 
KDDO 16S. KeBee, B. T., et ale Preparation at 
polyhaloxylenes I, the preparation of bis (Triohloro-
methyl) benzenes. 
MDDC 164. KoBee, B. T., et ale Preparation of 
polyhaloxylenes II, the preparation of bis (Trifluoro-
met~l) benzenes. 
MDDC 166. KeBee, E. T., and II. B. Haas, P. E. Weimer. 
Preparation of polyhaloxylenes IV, fluorination of 
polyohloro-bi. (Trichloromethyl) benzenes. 
JlDIlC 166. )(OBee, B. T., and II. B. Hass, p. E. Weimer. 
Preparation of polyhaloxylenes V, addition of ohlorine 
to dichloro-bis (Tritluoromethyl) benzenes. 
MODe 167. KcBee, E. T., and J. S. Newcomer, W. E. Bur~ 
Z. D. Welch. The reection of polyhalogenated aromatio 
ocmpojUlds with antimony (V) fluoride. 
lIDDC 168. Miller, J. F., and P .. lflmt, E. T. McBee. 
The deocmpodtion and analysis o€ organic oompounds 
oontaining fluorine and other halogens. 
IIDIlC 169. Killer, J. F., and E. T. MoBee. 
Deterllination of carbon in halohydrooarbons oontaining 
tluorine. 
5 
MODC 170. Killer, J. F., and H. HUnt, E. T. KoBee. 
Determination of hydrogen in tluorine oontaining 
halo~drooarbons. 
MODC 172. Murray, R. L., andS. G. Osborne, K. E. 
Stuart. Development of a conmeroial oell for the 
electrolytio production of fluorine. 
KDDC 178. Priest, H. F. Report on storage of 
fluorine under pressure. 
MODO 180. Priest, H. F. Use of a hydrogen-
fluorine toroh to weld oopper. 
MODO 183. Segre, E., and C. Wiegand. Boron 




Segro, E. Segre isotope chart. 
22 p chart only. 
MODC 184. Segre, E. Segre isotope chart. 
(Redrafted copy dated Jul 3, 1946). Jul 1946. 
12 p ohart only. 
MODC 185. Serge, E., and C. Wiegand. 








12 p diagr and graphs. 
MODC 189. Anderson, E. E. alld others, • 




MDDC 190. Baboock, J. H. and others. The pre-
paration of sodium trifluoroacetate and ethyl trifluoro-
acetate. Jul 1946. 9 P tables. 
MODC 191. Brues, A. M. 
and medicine. Jul 1946. 
Research program - biology 
6 p. 
MODC 192. Calkin, J. "W. Some remarks on the 
hydrodynamical theory of waVe propagation with an 
application to a problem in the flow of metals 
incompressible at low pressures. Jun 1944. 9 p. 
IIDDC 193. Eastman, E. D. and others. Prepara tion 
and propertie8 of sulfides and oxidesulfidea of uranium. 
Jul 1945. 9 p. 
MDDC 194. Jeese. William P.. Prooess monitor. mark 
10. model 20. Apr 1946. 7 P diagr. 
UDDC 195. Kimball. R. H. and Tufts, Lewis E. 




JlDDC 196. Kimball. R. Ho jUld Tufts. Lewis E. The 
tleterminatton ot tluorine and chlorine in orgs> ic compounds. 
Ju1 1946. 19 P diagra and table •• 
UDDC 197. Wier. Altred O. C. and others. A mass 
speotrometer tor routine hydrogen isotope analysea. 
Aug 1946. 33 P diagrs. graphs and photos. 
MDDC 198. Wier. Alfred O. and others. A uull 
method for the oomparison ot two ion currents in a ma81 
spectrometer. Aug 1946. 7 P diagra. 
MDDC 199. Russell. G. W. 
carbon chemistry. May 1946. 
Fluorine end tluoro-
1 p. 
MDDC 200. Serber. Ro Orbits of partioles in the 
racetrack. (8p-20). 
MDDC 202. 
Be Ho Wojoik. 
beptane. 
Babcock. J. Ho, and W. S. Beanbloseom, 
Preparation'of polyohloropclyfluoro-
MDDC 207. Ccon, J. Ho, et ale Measijrement of, 
the croas-seotion for the reaotion d(d,p)H". 
MDDC 209. Downing, R. C. The preparation of 
ohlorofluorooarbons. 
VDDC 218. McBee" E. T. et al. Preparation of 
certa~n chlorofluoro derivatives of ethylbenzene. 
»DDC 219. MoBee, E. T., et, al. Preparation 
of polyhaloheptanes 1. The ohlorination of 
n-heptane. 
VDDC 220. McBee, E. T •• at al.. Preparation 
of polyhaloxylenes 111. The preparation of 
'polyohloro-bis (Triohloromethyl) benzenes. 
MDDC 222. McKibben, J. L., and D. Ho Frisch, 
J. M. Hush. Control equipment for 2.5 Mev 
Van deGraat giving an ion beam oonstant to 
1.5 Kev. 
MDDe 224. Murray. R. L •• and S. G. Osborne. 




Murray, R. L.. and W. S. Beanbloeaom. B. B. 
Preparation ot xylene .. ""atluorlde. 
MDDC 232. Anderson. E. E. aDd others. Gold 
croea-seotion tor neutrons from 0.01 to O.S Ev. 
Jun 1944. 7 P graphs. 
MDDC 233.· Author unk:nawn. Parallel-plate alpha 
oounting system, mark 6 - model 3C1.. 
MDDC 234. Banks, Charles V. and Diehl, BarTey. 
The titrlmetrio determination ot thorium. 16 p tables. 
MDDC 235. Bridge, H. S. Characteristics of some 
oommercial photomultiplier tubes under pulse conditions. 
Jun 1945. 11 P diagr and graphs. 
MDDC 236. Carlson. Bengl. Neutron diffusion -
spherical harmonios theory. Jun 1946. 86 P tabl ••• 
MODC 237. Deutsoh. M. 
rays of La140. Oot 1944. 
Energy of the hard gamma 
6 p graphs. 
MDDC 238. Frisoh. O. R. Note on a use of delay 
lines in oounter pulse amplifiers. (LlDC-221). 
MDDC 239. Klema, E. D. Calibration of oadmium-
oovered gold foils in a graphite block. (LADe-156). 
JlDDC 240. Morgan. Karl Z. 
tions ot radioactive substanoes. 
tables. 
Toleranoe oonoentra-
. 32 P graphs and 
MDDC 241. Olum. Paul and Weisskopf. V. F. The 
transport cross seotion of helium for fast neutrons. 
Feb 1944. 6 P graph. 
MODC 242. Overbeok, W. p. Instrumentation of the 
Hanford Engineer Works. Jul 1946. 7 p. 
MODC 243. Snyder, Thoma M. High-effioienoy 
neutron 00unter for fast ooinoidenoe measurements. 
Deo 1945. 3 p. 
MODC 244. Weissman. S. I •• and Duffield. R. B. 
Estimation of small quantities of uranium in thorium. 
(LADC-IS4). 
MDDe 245. Willard, J. E. Alpha obamber modified. 
MDDC 246. Willard, J. E. Revised alpha ohamber. 
Sep 1944 - Feb 1945. 29 diagra only. 
!!DDC 247. Wirth. J. E. General rules and 
prooedures oonoerning aatiTity hazards. Jul 1946. 
27 P tables. 
MODe 255. Downing, R. C. The puri~ioation and 
oompression o~ ~luorine. 
MDDe 256. Fields, R., B. Russell, D. Saohs, 




Henshaw, P. S., and E. F. Riley, G. E. 
The biologioal e~~eots o~ pile radiations. 
llDDe 262. Lrrr, 11, A. 
laboratories. 
The design o~ radioohemioal 
MDDC 275. Allen, J. S. Charaoteristios of metal 
~ eleotroni-multipler tube. 
YDDe 276. Ashkin, J. The range of deuterons in 
heavy _tar and o~ protons in ~drogen. Sep 1943. 
12 p graphs. 
KDDe 277. Bellman, R. and Marshak, R. E. 
Distrib~tion arising from a point source of fast 
neutrcns between two sl.owing-d.own media. Apr 1945. 
16 p tables. 
MODe 278. Benner, R. G. and others. Fluorination 
o~ normal heptane. Aug 1946. 16 P table, graphs 
and drawing. 
KDDC 279. Boa., H. E •• and P. Numerof, H. A. Potratz, 
W. H. Throckmorton. Chemioal and speotroohemioal 
analysis of uranium and plutonium materials. 
JlDDe 280. 
hydride. 
Burke, J. E. 
Nav 1943. 
The ~ormation o~ uranium 
11 p graphs and tables. 
MDDC 281. DeBenedetti, 8. and McGowan, F K. 
A metastable state o~ 22 mioroseoonds in Tal§l. 
Aug 1946. 3 P graphs. 
MDDC 282. Diven, B. C. 'and Rossi, B. 
o~ proportional oountsrs. Apr 1944. 
and graphs. 
Investigation 
32 P diagrs 
,KDDC 283. Downing, R. C~ and others. Eleotrolytic 
cella fer produotion c~ fluorine. Aug 1946. 21 P 
diagrs, photo .. 
7 
MODC 284. Farwell, G., and E. Segre, C. Wiegand. 
Long range alpha particles emitted in oonneotion with 
~iuion. Preliminary report. (LADC-58). 
MODe 285. Frisoh, D. H. Angular distribution of 
soattering o~ 30-Kev neutrons. 
diagr, table. 
Feb 1946. 7 P 
MODC 286. Greisen. K. I. Capture orOSB Bection 
of gold as a ~otion o~ neutron energy. 
!lDDe 287. Ho.wkins, D. and Ula."Il, S. 
multiplioative prooesses. I. Nov 1944. 
Theory ot 
20 p. 
!!DDC 288. Hirsohfelder. J. Taylor's hydrodynamios 
o~ stong soooks applied to gases haTing small volumes o~ 
y-l. (LADC-74). 
MODC 289. Jesse, William p. 
ments in the atomic bomb projeot. 




Johns. I. B. 
2 p. 
Solubility of argon uranium. 
MODC 291. Jorgensen, Theodore, Jr. 
adjustments o~ a Zinn-type ion source. 
10 p diagrs, graphs. 
Studies o~ 
Jul 1946. 
!!DDC 292. Katoo~f', Seymour. Preliminary determina-
tion o~l the neutron absorption cross Beotion of long-
lived 1 29. (LADC-230). 
MDDO 293. Katcotf, S. Sweeping o~ radioaotive 
gases ~rom a homogeneous pile. (LADC-2l5). 
MDDC 294. Lipkin, D., and Ml L. Perlman. The 
determination o~ the oxygen oontent of metal. by the 





Marshak, R. E. 
(LADC-243). 
Maxwell, C. R. 
9 p graph, table. 
UDDC 297. Maxwell, Charles R. 
Some neutron di~fusion 
Hot wire reduction o~ 
rr.paration o~ . 
boron by reduction. of BC13 with H2' 
3 p tables. 
Dec 1943. 
YDDC 298. Naohtrieb, N. H. and Conway, J. Go 
Studies in oomplex formation. I. The extraotion ot 
ferrio ohloride b,y isopropyl ether. 18 p graphs and 
tables. 
KDDC 299. Ostrow, E. Fast neutron distribution, 
Two infinite plane slowing-down with point souroe in one' 
medium. Mar 1946. 14 p. 
WDC 300. Parmelee, II. M. and others. 
tion of hexafluoroxylene. Aug 1946. 
imdgrapha. 
Fluorina-
17 P diagr8 
MODe 301. Riohards, H. T. Range of U235 
fission fragments in photographio emulsion. (LADC-176). 
WDC 302. RiolnnB.n. C" and T. SnY!1er, R. W. Willilll!lll. 
The produotion of slow neutrons in a oarbon block. 
WDC 303. 
sohematio. 
Sands, M. ~del 100 preamp oircuit 
Ip diagr only. 
¥DDC 304. Sohwartz, S., and S. Cohen, C. J. watson. 
A modified prooedure for the quantitative determination 
of the urinary coproporphyrin isomers. (1 and 111). 
YDDC 305. Seaborg, Glenn T. and Perlman, Morris L. 
Element 94 in nature. Apr 1942. 7 p. 
!.!DDC 306. 
(LADC-233). 
Serber, R. Piling up of oounts. 
¥DDC 307. Seren, Lee and others. Absorption 
ourve and energy of 31 sec. 019 B-rays and oross 
seotion. Oct 1943. 3 P graph. 
MODC 308. Shaw, A. E. 
ion souroe for solids. 
An intense positive 
MDDC 309. Smith, C. S. Tables for oonversion 
of atomio weight and volume peroent ages in alloys of 
heavy metals. (LADC-20l). 
MODC 310. Spenoe, R. W. A speotrographio 
method for the determination of fl~rine. (LADC-239). 
MODC 311. Staub, Ho, and D. Nioodemus. Report 
on an investigation of the behavior of argon-hydrogen 
mixture and isobutane in a spherio and ohamber. ' 
8 
MODC 312. Tasohek, R. F. (p,n) Reaotbl, in 
deuterium, soandium. and vanadium.. (LADC-154). 
MODC 313. Turnbull, S. G. et ale The analysis 
and disposal of fluorine. 
MODC 314. Turner, C. II. Turner vaouum valve. 
MODC 315, Wattenberg, Ao Photo-neutron souroes 
and the energy of the photo-neutrons. 
WDC 316. 
amplifier. 
Watts, R. J. Safety oirouit with DC 
YDDC 317. Winsberg, L. Fission produot., 25-
minute samarium 155. (LADC-229). 
MODC 318. York, N. Study 'of emulsions for photo-
graphing osoilloscope soreens. (LADC-20e). 
YDDC 319. Cady, G. H.. and L. Lo Burgsr. E. J. Barber. 
Early fluorooarbon studies at Columbia University. 
MDDC 325. Irwin, C. F., et ale Fluorination ot 
petroleum oils (1) - reaotion of the vapor phase with 
oobalt trifluoride. 
MODe 327. Sawyer, R. B., and E. O. Wollan, K. C. 
Peterson, S. Berstein. A bent orystal speotrometer 
and the oross seotions of cadmium. and iridium.. 
MODC 328. Sohumb, W. C. 
tio generation of fluorine. 
A study ot the eleotro1y-
MODC 331. Struve, W. S" et ale Fluorination of 
petrole~ oils.-(ll). Reaction in the liquid phase With 
silver difluoride. 
MODC 333. Anderson, O. E. and White, II. E. A 
report on the hyperfine struoture in the aro speotrum. ot 
enriohed uranium. Mar 1945. 9 p oharts and tables. 
MODC 334. Arnold, W. R., and A. Roberta. The 
magnetio moments of the neutron and the deuteron. 
MODC 335. 
on ba.rium. 
Conniok, R. E., and W. Ho 1I0Vey. 
(Mono or Poly) plutonat80 
Note 
JlDDC 336. Connick. R. E. "",d McVey. W. II. 
on the oxidation of Pu (III) by ohlorine. 
Note 
Jun 1946. 
4 p table. 
MDDC 337. Connick. R. E., and W. II. KoVey. Note 
the oxidation of Pu 1(111) by nitrate ion. 
l!DDC 338. Conniok. R. E., and W. II. KoVey. 
on the oxidation of Pu (Ill) by oxygen. 
Note 
JlDDC 339. Conniok. R. E. and others. The 3 
oxidation state of plutoniUllo Aug 1946. 10 P 
table. 
IIDDC 340. Conway, J., and N. II. Nachtrieb. E. D. 
Wilson. Simulataneous photography of two speotral 
regions in ohemioal analysis. ILADC-210). 
l!DDC MI. Cuykendall. T. R., and L. T. Finlayson • 
. lDtegrating polonium meter. 
l!DDC 342. Deem, Ho, and II. W. Russell. Determina-
tion of the thermal oonduotiTity of sodium-pobsdUl!l 
alloy at ale_ted temperatures. 
IIDDC 343. Dodgen. II. 11'. The ccmplex ions formed 
by thorium and iron with fluoride in acid solution. 
Jun 1946. 47 P diagrs, graphs. tables. 
JlDDC 344. Dodson, R. 11'. and others. Measurement 
of weak neutron intensities by Szilard-Chalmers reaotion 
in caloium permo.ngano.te solution. NoT 1944. 
17 p bbles. 
MDDC 345. Fred, lI., and N. II. Ne.ohtrieb, F. S. 
Tomkins. Speotrochemioal analysis ~ the copper 
spark method. 
IIDDC 346. General Eleotric CoJapany. Apparatus DiTision. 
Differential pressure indicator-instruction book. 
(GE 1-2ll00A). 
MIlDC 347. (hoosse, A. V., and G. II. Cady. Chemioal 
and p~ical properties of t'luorooarbons. 
JlDDC MS. Hull. V. H. Penetration of ganrna rays 
through thiok layers. (LlDC-70). 
IIDDC 349. Kennedy. J. 11'" and G. T. Seab3rg, 
Eo Segre, A. C. Wahl. Properties of 9423 • 
9 
JlDDC 350. lA_telli, L. S. Snouting and foousing 
22 p diagrs and the oyclotron beam. Feb 1946. 
photos. 
MDDC.351. Monet. G. p. Inorgm io separations 
using ion exohange. 
IIDDC 352. Ney, Edward P. and Armistead, Fontaine C. 
The self diffusion ooefficient of uranium hexafluoride. 
16 p diagr, graphs and t a bleh 
JlDDC 353. Olum p. E'ft.luation of scattering data. 
JlDDC 354. Overmanm R. T. Contributions to the 
Radio-Chemistry of 104 day y88. 
KODC 355. Reid, A. F., and A, S.·Weil, J. R. Dunning. 
Properties and measurement of Cl'1o. 
JlDDC 356. Rice, C. N. Determination of oxygen 
by the vaouum fiuion method, 
JIDDa 357. Seybolt, A. U. Tension and oompression 
tests of pure bismuth. lLADC-199). 
)!DDC 358. Shrader. E. F. and others. An attempt 
4 p. to observe the radioactiTity of the neutron. 
JlDDC 359. Sutton, R. and others. The scattering 
of slow neutrons ~/ ortho and para hydrogen. 28 p 
diagrs, graph, and tables. 
MODC 360. Tasohek, R. F. RadioactiTe threshold 
detectors for neutrons. 
MDDC 361. Turner, C. M. Lon~ eleotrosthtio 
generator -improvements. Jan 1946. 22 P diagrs 
and drawings. 
MODC 362. walker, R. Neutron absorption method 
for boron analysis. 
MDDC 378. Allison, S. K. Elementary pile theory. 
MDDC 379. . Anderson, J. W., and S. E. Bakes, I. B. 
Johns. Thermocouple-type hot-wire flowmeter 
(LADC-203). 
MODe 380. Breit. G. and Friedman, F. L. 




MODC 381. Conn, E. E., and A. R. Brosi, J. A. 
Swartout. Confirmation of assignment to 2.6 h 
Ni to a mass number of 66. 
MODC 383. deHoff'mann, F. Theory of the oritioal:ll:y 
of the water boiler and the determination of the number 
of delayed neutrons. (LADC-269). 
MODC 384. Dodson, R. W. and Russell, H., Jr. 
The preparation of thin boron films. Jun 1944. 
12 P drawing and table. 
MODC 385. Frisoh, D. ~ Yeasurement of neutron 
fluxes in the region 30 to 500 Kev with proportional 
oounters. Apr 1946. 16 P diagr and graphs. 
MODC 386. Belmholz, A. C. Isotopio assignment 
of Cd and Ag aotivities. Sep 1946. 3 p. 
MODC 387. Hull, D. E. The oounting method of 
isotopio analysis of uranium. (Parts I and II). 
Aug 1944. 63 P graphs, photos. tables. 
MDDC 388. Jaffey. A. H. and others. A 
manual on the measurement of radioaotivity. 
Aug 1944. 49 P diagrs and graphs. 
MODe 389. Kahn. M. Preparation of a oompaot 
radioyttrium gamma-ray souroe. Feb 1945. 
20 P drawing. 
MODC 390. Kahn. M. The preparation of thin 
films of' thorium oxide. 
diagrs. 
Jun 1944. 12 P 
MODe 391. Kahn. M. Oxida'tion of traoer 
amounts of plutonium by perohlorio aoid. 
Deo 1945. 8 P diagr and tables. 
MDDC 392. Kasha. ~. and G. E. Sheline. 
Ionio equilibria and reaction kinetics of plutonium 
in hydroohlorio aoid solutions. 
MODC 393. King. E. L. 
of neptunium and plutonium. 
(IV) at traoe oonoentrations 
20 p tables. 
Radiocolloidal behavior 
Absorption of plutOnium 
onto glass. Jul 1946. 
10 
Kl_, E. D. 
(LADC-16S). 
The ti8sion orOS8 seotion 
MDDC 396. IAndsverk, O. a. Ii ... models ot 
integrating gamma ray and .1_ neutron pooket meter. 
(dosimeters) and pooket ohambers. Deo 1945. 
13 p diagr. and photos. 
MODC 396. IAndsverk, O. G. A sUrTey meter tor 
the mealurement of alpha. beta. and gamma ray., talt aDd 
alow neutrons. May 1946. 16 p diagr and photos. 
MDDC 397. 
energy. 
JIoBee. E. T. 
3 p. 
Fluorination and atomio 
IIDDC 398. )(oCullough. C. R., and E. B. Hawk. 
Daniels atomic power plant. 
MDDC 399. Marshak, R. B. On the Kilne probl_ 
for a large plane Blab with conatant louroe and 
anisotropio scattering. (tAOC-244). 
IIDOO 400. Yiller, L. C. and Curtiss, L. F. Bota 
and gMIll& ray .. energies of several radioactive hotope .. 
Aug 1946. 2 P table. 
IIDDC 401. Parker, ~ )(. Revi ... of _ter 
monitoring prooedures at Clinton laboratorie •• 
Jul 1944. IIp. 
MDDC 402. Perlman, I. 
atomic energy developments. 
The cyclotron in the 
11 p. 
MDDC 40&. Perlman, I. Water problema in the 
industrial application of the utilization of atanio 
energy. Oct 1946. 7 p. 
MODe 404. Pierce. A. K., and F. W. Brown, III. 
](ass speotogrep hie confirmation of the isotopio assign-
ment for the long-lived radioaotivity in Berylli\lllle . 
MODC 405. Rainwater. L. J •• and W. W. Havens, Jr., 
C. S. WIl, J. R. Dunning. Slow neutron velooity 
speotrometer studies-I. Cd. Ag, Sb. Ir. Nn. 
MODC 406. Russell. ~. Jr. The X-rar speotra ot 
the last-row elements. (LADC-2l6). 
IIDDC to7. S.,rib'ner, B. F., and 11. R. )(ullin. 
!he oa:rrier-d18tillat1on _thad fbr lpe.,trographio 
&D&lywl1 and ita applloation to the analysis of uranium-
base _tals. 
Seren, Lo, and 11. N. Priedl~nder, S. 11. 
Thermal neutron aotivation crOBB .eotioDll. 
IIDDC to9. Sha ..... A. E.. and W. Ball. An A. C. 
operated ma88 apeotrograph of 'lbe mattauch type. 
JIDDC 4.10. Spedding. F. H.. and A. F. VOight. 
B. II. Gladr_. If. R. Sleight. A rapid leparation 
of the rare earths .... ploying ion-uchaq.;e (I. Cenium 
YttrilDll). 
IIDOO 4.11. Spedding. F. H.. et ale A ra pl.d 
separation of 'lbe rare earth .... ploying iOB-exohange 
(II, lfeodym11D1l JUId Praseodym1ID1l). 
IIDDC 4.12. U~. 11. C" and I. Kirshenbaum. J. S. 
Smith. Wow data relating to the separation of the 
nitrogen isotopes by the exchange reaotion between 
umonia and solutiollll of amnonium nitrate. 
Author unknown. Magnet test ourves. 
IIDDC flf. ~Iker. R. Lo Absolute calibration 
of a Ra-Be neutron souroe. (LADe-155). 
Goldhaber. 101 •• and C. O. lIuehlhause. 
L-Converted isomeric transition. 
IIDDC 431. Killer, W. T. The fluorination of 
perh&logen olefine. 
JIllDC 4112. lIiller, W. T. The preparation and 
reaotioDll of perfluorobut&diene-l,3. 
IIDDC 4311. Killer, W. T. !he ~eparation of 
1011' polyaera of 1r1tluoroohloroethylene and their 
utilization for the production of chlorf1uorocarbon 
lubricants. 
MODe 437. Prescott, C. H., Jr., and F. L. Reynolds, 
J. A. Do.s. The preparation of uranium metal by 
thermal dia.ooiation of the iodide. 
MDrlC 4.47. Allen, J. S. Ionization chamber aDd 
electronio equipment for the observation of the shape 
of one microseooDd X-ray pulses. 
11 
YDDC 448. Allen, J.. and B. Rossi. Time of 
oo11eetion of electrons in ionization chambers. 
IIDDC 4.49. Arnold, W. R., and A. Roberts. The 
_ magnetic moments of the neutron and deuteron. 
YDDC 450. Axelrod, D. J. An improved metrod for 
cutting undeealoified bone sections and its application 
to radioautography. 
MDDC 451. Barsoha11, H. F~. and J. H. Manley. 
V. F. Weiss Kopf. Measurement of transport and 
inelastic scattering c ross sections for f'ast neutrons. 
Part I - experimental results. (LADC-296). 
MDDC 452. Baracha11. H. Ro, et a~. Measurement 
of transport and inelastic scattering cross section for 
fast neutrons. Part II-experimental results. 
(LADC-297) • 
MDDC 453. Bolm!, D., and C. Riclnnan. On the 
neutron-proton scattering cross section. 
MDDC 454. Chadwick, S. R. 
in radio assay of plutonium. 
Alpha counter. as used 
(LADC-272). 
MDDC 456. Coryell, C. D. Offioial revision of 
the survey of fission product nuo1ei. 
MDDC 457. Dahl, A. I., and M. S. Van Dusen. The 
resistanoe-temperature relation and the thermoelectric 
properties of uranium. 
MDDC 458. Diven, B. C. Operation of proportion 
counters at pressures above atmospheric. (LADC-150). 
MDDC 459. 
systems. 
Dryer, W. P. Caloulating high vaouum 
MDDC 461. Fryxel1, R., and R. Kleinschmidt. 
Some factors affecting the cupferron extraotion proceduroo 
for estimation of trace amounts of plutonium. 
Y.DDC 462. General E1eotric Company. Thermal 
oonduotivity gas analyzer. GEl 18766, Cat. 8298237. 
MDDC 463. Goldberger, M. L., and F. Seitz, E. P. 
"igner. Theory of the refraction and the 
diffraotion of neutrons by cr)~ta18. 
JIDDO 464. Havens, W. W. Jr. and others. Slew 
neutron velooity spectrometer a tudiea II. Au, In, Til., 11'. 
pt. Zr. Aug 1946. 25 P graphs. 
MODC 466. Inghram. M. G •• and Hayden, R. J. 
Arti~ioial activities produoed in europium and holmium 
by slew neutron bombardment. 
MODC 466. Ingraham. M. G., and R.'J. Hayden, D. C. 
Hess, Jr. Neutron induced activities in lutecium, 
ytterbium and dysprosium. 
( 
MODC 467. Jorgensen, T. A method o~ making thin 
uranium oxide films on platinum ~oils. (LADC-209). 
KODC 468. Levinger. J •• and E. Meiners. 
Properties of BelO• 
MDDC 469. Miller, M. L. The eleotrolytic prepara-
tion of thin ~ilms o~ plutonium oxide. (LADC-224). 
MODO 470. Nioodemus. D. Calculation o~ current 
carried by the electrons in II. oylindrical ionization 
ohamber. (LADO-l31). 
MODC 471. Parker, Eo IJ. Review o~ air monitoring 
prooedures at Clinton Laboratories. 
MODO 472. Richards, H. T. Po alphas on BF3 
as a neutron souroe. 
MODC 473. Sohmidt, F. High frequency 
insulator and vaouum gap breakdown teats. 
MODC 474. Sherr, R., and R. Peterson. A study 




Snyder, T. M. Theory o~ ion chambers. 
JIDDC 476. Stout, J. W •• and W. M. Jones. A 
oalorimetric detennination o~ the energy produced by 
plutonium. (LADe-36). 
MODO 477. Sullivan, W. Eo, and N. R. Sleight. E. M. 
Gladrow. Discovery identi~ication and oharacterization 
of 2.8d Ru97• 
12 
lIDOO 478. Tenney, G. H. 
heavy radioaotive metal •• 
JIDDO 479. Wigner, E. p. 
cross seotions. 
The radiogra~ of 
(LADe-310). 
Reaotion and scattering 
JIDDC 480. WU, C. S., and L. ~. Rainwater, 11'. W. 
Havens, Jr. Slow neutron wlocity apectrOlll8ter 
spectrometer studies III - I, Os, Co, TI. Ch, Ge. 
MODC 505. Seaborg, G. T. Plutonium and other 
trans uranium elements. 
MDDC 511. Bachelder, M. C., and J. G. Conway, 
N. H. Nachtrieb, B. S. Wildie Spectrochemical 
analysiS!' (1) The copper 'spark method (LADC-183). 
MDDC 612. Bacher, H. F., and C. p. Baker, M. G. 
Holloway. The slow neutron cross section of _ter 
as a functicn of energy. 
MDDO 513. 
McDanierl. 
Au and I. 
Bacher, R. F •• and C. P. Baker, B.' D. 
The slow neutron resonance energies ,of 
MODe 514. 
Groue. 
Barber, E. J., and L. L. Burger, !. V. 
Report on methode for analyzing f1uoroarbona. 
MDOO 515. Bernstein, S., and '11'. M. Preston, G. Wolf., 
R. E. Slattery. Yield of photo-neutrons from U235 
fission products in heavy water. 
MODC 516. Bloom, 11'., and H. J. Curtis, F. O. MoLean. 
A note on tho deposition,of 014 in bone. 
JIDDO 517. Bunemann, 0., and E. U. Condon, A. Latter. 
Formation of fooussed space - oharge - limited eleotrons 
and ion beams. 
MDDC 51~. Oohn, 11'. E. 
free p3 from sulfur. ' 
Separation of carrier -
.JIDOO 519. De Benedetti, S" and E. H. Kerner. 
The gamna rays of Po210. 
Y~DC 521. Frisoh, D. H. Energy distribution 
near threshold of fission fragments from Np237 
(LADO-146). 
JIDDC 522. General Eleotric Comparw. Instructions-
leak deteo~or, Cat. Bo. 6933950 G 3. 
KDDC 52S. Groase, A. V. Retraotometric analysia 
ot nuorocarbona and tluorohydrocarbona. 
JIDDC 52.. Hudeon. D. E. Method of measuring the 
drttt Telo01ty ot electrons in gases. 
IIDIl9 526. Kehl, G. 1.0 Kartanpering of K-46 tool 
aDd die ateel. (LADC-205). 
IDs lilU'loa !&boratory. 1ran De Graat 
(r...t.IlC-002) • 
MDDc 528. Kafially. J. R., Jr., and G. R. Harrison, 
B. Rowe. A hollow cathode source applioable to 
epectographio analysis for the halogens and gases. 
JIDDC 529. Nierenberg, W. A •• and C. Williams. 
Kiaro-gae analysi •• 
IlDDG 630. Reid, J. C. Synthesis of tyrosine 
labeled with C-l •• 
IlDDC 531. 
Sturm. 
Seren, L, and D. ~.1 Kemeir, W. 
Forty-three dey ,aCDll • 
MDDC 532. Spector, 1.0 B. El<perimental use of 
C1., synthesie of aaetia aaid from radioaotive 
oarbon dioxide. 
MODe 5SS. watt., R. J., et ale Electronio 
oirauits - V. (LADC-22S). 
MIlDe 535. Anderson, H. C. A simple oarbon 
dioxide vapor pressure. 
MDDC 536. Bale, W. F. Health proteotion in 
the produotion and uae of .. tomc energy. 





Atomic energy and 
Atomio energy and 
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MIlDC 545. Klein, A. C. Atomio bo~b engineering. 
MODC 546. Klein, A. C. Engineering reatures of 
the atomio plants. 
MODC 550. Brewer, L., and G. H. West. The 
construction and testing of surface oombustion furnaoes. 
MODC 552. Downing, R. C. "The electrolytic 
preparation of fluorine. 
IlDDC 553. Feld, B. T~~ and F. de Hoffmann. 
Dele19d neutrons from l'It 9. (LADC-263). 
MODC 555. Frankel, S. P. The statistics of the 
hypocritical water boiler. (LADC-295). 
MODC 557. Los Alamos Laboratories. Neutron 
spectrometer circuits. (LADC-307). 
1IDDC 558. Sands, M. Disoriminator for photo-
graphio analyzer. (LADC-304). 
JlDDC 559. 
l'It239• 
lfi1aon t R. R. (LADC-267) • 
Delayed neutrons from 
1IDDC 560. Wilson. R. R. Directional properties 
of fission neutrcns. (LADC-273). 








Raper, J. R. , and P. S. Henshaw, R. S. 
Delayed effect. of single exposures to 
MDnc 567. Connick, R. E., and J. W. Getman, W. H. 
McVey, G. E. Sheline. The determination of the 
oxidation number of Pu(VI). 
1IDDC 568. Cook, 1.0 Vaouum properties of 
plastio materials. 
MODC 690. Hirsohfelder, J. H.. and J. L. Magee. 
Thermodynamic properties of air at high temperatures. 
MODC 691. Kasha, M. Absorption spectra ot 










Atomic mergy in industry. 
MOdel 50 power supply 
Model 260 sweep. 
MODC 595. Schubert. J. Treatment of plutonium 
poisoning by metal displaoement. 
MODC 617. Anderson, H. L •• and A. Novick. 
Magnetic ~ent of the Triton. 
MODe 618. 
R. W. Spence. 
(LADC-339) • 
Blaok, F •• and A. C. Graves, M. Packard, 
Spin and magnetic monent of Tritium. 
MDDC 619. Connick, R. E., and W. H. McVey. The 
peroxy complexes of plutonium (IV). 
MODC 621. Janney, C. D., and B. J. Moyer. 
EXperienoe with ionization oheJnber teohnique with 
C14 aotivity. 
MODC 622. Jesse, W. P., and L. A. Hannum. H. 
Forstat, A. L. Hartl Ionization ohamber techniques 





Sachs. R. G. On the magnetio moment 
Sewell, Duane C. Sid magnet model test 
1946. 48 P tables, graphs and drawing. 
MDDC 629. Zinn, W. H. Diff'raction on neutrons by 
a single orystal. 
!IDl;Ic 669. Anderson, H. L., at ale Method for 
measuring neutron-absorption cross-sections by the 
etfeot of the reaotivity of a chain-reaoting pile. 
WDC 673. 
Hess, Jr. 
Inghram, M. G., and R. J. Hayden, D. C. 
Neutron croas seotions for mercury isotopes, 
14 
WDC 674. Lealie, W. B. Experimental use of C14" 
(I), (II), (III). 
MODC 676. Tigner, E. P •• and L. Biaenbud. Higher 
aDgUlar momenta and long range interaotion in resonanoe 
rsaotion. 
MDDG 703. Allen, A. 0., and J. A. Ghormley. 
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of a flux of fast neutrons with a counting pressure 
ionization chamber. Oct 1945. 19 p. Micro-
film-t1.2& - Photostat-'2.CO. 
BDDA 72. Broda, E. Pb 87074. Application of 
the photographic plate to the quantitative determination 
of activities u.r track ccunts. Aug 1946. 12 p. 
Microfilm-'1.25 - Photo.tat-'2.00. 
BDDA 73. British Non-ferrous Metals Researoh 
Association. PB 87075, Permeability of metals 
to argon and helium. Oct 1946. 7 p. 
Miorofilm-tl.OO - Photostat-'l.OO. 
BDDA 74. Thompson, J. W. PB 87076. 
Experimental 'WOrk on fluorine produotion to lIay 1939. 
16' p. Miorofilm-tl.25 - Photostat-'2.00. 
BDDA 75. Haworth, W. N. 
Investigations on oxides of X. 
film-tl.OO - Photostat-tl.OO. 
PB 87077. 
2p. Micro-
BDDA 76. Feather, N. PB 87078. New 
method of investigating the angular distribution of 
high-energy neutrons soattered by proton.. Mar 1942. 
6 p. Mi~rofilm-tl.OO - Photoatat-tl.OO. 
BDDA, 77. Ferguson, J. 






BDDA 78. Fenning, F. W. and Seligman, H. 
PB 87080. Capture oross-seotions of'Nt Ng, S, Ca and Pb. Nov 1942. 3 p. li1orofilm-fl.OO - Photostat-
tl.OO. 
BDDA 79. Feather, N. PB 87081. Note on the 
inelastio soattering of fast neutrons. Oct 1942. 
5 p. Miorofilm-tl.OO - Photostat-$l.OO. 
BDDA 80. Feather, N. PB' 87082. Neutron-
produoed radioaotivity in relation to the detection 
of high-energy nl>utrons: IIaximwn sensitivity of a 
oounter. Nov 1942. 3 p. Miorofilm-t1.00 -
Photostat-$1.00. 
BDDA 81. Peierls, R. 






BDDA 82. Pelerl., R. PB 81084. Effeot of a 
stationary layer of thiokness b in tront of the 
diffusing membrane, 1 p. Miorofilm-tl,OO -
Photostat-tl.OO. 
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BDDA 83. Peierl., R. PB 87086. 
effect of passagl> throughoapi11ary. 
film-.l.OO - Photostat-tl.OO. 
BDDA 84. Fuohs, K. PB 87086. 
boundary layer for IIlI'Spt membranes. 





B~DA 85. Peierls, R. PB 87087. Clusiua-
Diokel devioe as gland. 
Photostat-tl.OO. 
6 p. Miorofilm-'l.OO -
BDDA 86. Pryce, M. H. L. PB·87088. 
oonditions in neutron multiplioation. 4 p. 
film-tl.CO - Photostat-tl.CO. -
Critioal 
Mioro-
BDDA 81. Fuohs, K. PB 87089. Effeot of a 
soattering container on the 0 ri tioa1 radius and time 
oonstant. 30 p. Miorof'ilm-$1.50 - Photostat-'3.00. 
BODA 88. Haworth, W. N. PB 87090. Prepara-
tion of metallio x by eleotr~lysis of the fused salts. 
2 p. Microfilm-tl.OO - Photostat-tl.OO. 
BDDA 89. Haworth, W. N. PB 87091. The 
-»etaleotrio" furnaoe. 3 p. 
Photostat-.1.00. 
Miorofilm-'~'OO 
BDDA 90. Friedlander. r. G. PB 81092. Not. 
on the oompression at the diffuser entry in oampres.or 
I. Z. I. 10 p. Miorofilm-tl.CO - Photostat-tl.OO. 
BDDA 91. Booker. D. V. and other.. Dena i ty "of 
resonanoe neutrons in hydrogenous media near the souroe. 
Jan 1944. 22 p. IUcrofilm-tl.60 - Photoatat-t3.00. 
BDDA 92. Cranshaw, T. E. PB 87094. Reoeiving 
time and counting errore in disoriminators and .oaling 
units. Jan 1944. 17 p. Miorofilm-tl.25 -
Fhotostat-t2.00. 
BDDA 93. Kowarski, L. and West D. PB 87096. 
Distribution of slow neutron& in rarefied hydrogeneoul 
media. Feb 1944. 26 p. Miorof~lm-tl.50 -
Photostat-$3.00. 
BDDA 94. "Jones. A. ~. PB 87096. The 
determination of X in urtne. A proposed modifioation 
and 80111e notes on the method. Aug 1944. 4 p. 
Miorofilm-tl.CO - Photostat-tl.OO. 
BDDA 95. WilBon, 1. H. PB 87097. A new me1lhod 
of determining the time .. oonstant of a _sphere in a 
oontainer. Aug 1944. 9 p. Microfilm-tl.OO -
Photostat-.l.OO. 
P. K. PB'87098. BDDA 98. Walsh, A. PB 87100. The BDDA 96. Broda, E. and Wright, 
Extraction of protoactinium from a 
material. Mar 1946. 3 P.' 
s ilioaoeous raw 
Microfil~-*l.oo - speotrographic analysis of uranium.. Mar 1947. 
Photostat-$l.00. 16 p. Miorofilm-$1.25 - Photostat-$2.oo • 
BDDA 97. Fuohs, K. and Peier~s, R. PB 87099. 
Separation of isotopes. 15 p. Microfilm-$1.25 -
Photostat-$2.oo • 
Cop'-es of the oomplet,e set of the above listed BDDA reports may be purchased as a group. 
film reels as follows. 
These report. are on 3 micro-
BDDA 1-67 PB 87000 Microfilm - $7.00 Enlargement print - $92.00 
PB 87001 Microfilm - 3.50 Enlargement print - 12.00 
BDDA 74-98 PB 87002 Microfilm - 7.00 Enlargement print - 29.00 
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